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30 minutes: Brief overviews of approaches to
career flexibility at our schools



45 minutes: Lightening Rounds – your chance
to be creative and suggest solutions to
flexibility issues



30 minutes: Report back – share your ideas
and solutions from Lightening Rounds

As a Topic comes up that you want to work on with
colleagues as a Learning Community/ Network,
PLEASE WRITE DOWN on an index card
We will pick these up near the end of the session and
collate
WE WILL THEN VOTE RIGHT AFTER THIS SESSION
(you have 2 dots each to place on your topics of
choice)



Listen for topics that interest you!



PLEASE WRITE DOWN ideas for topics on an
index card.
 Index cards will be collected at the end of the session.
 Suggested topics will be collated



VOTE for your favorite topics RIGHT AFTER THIS
SESSION
 Place your 2 dots on your topics of choice posted

outside.

Paula M. Trief, PhD
Senior Associate Dean for Faculty Affairs and
Faculty Development
SUNY Upstate Medical University
Syracuse, NY



Leadership role- title, major responsibility
Clinical: e.g., clinical care program director
Education: e.g., course director
Research: e.g., manages independent research lab, federal
funding



InnovationClinical: e.g., program changes led to improved patient care
Education: e.g., developed new curriculum that led to better
learner outcomes
Research: e.g., study of innovative research question



Emerging regional reputation- (national rep for full prof)
Clinical: e.g., speaking invitations, wider referral streams
Education: e.g., dissemination of new ideas
Research: e.g., publications, presentations







Identify area of excellence at hire
Affirm area of excellence at annual meeting
with chair (noted on “Annual Agreement of
Academic Expectations”)
Area of excellence NOT determined by %
effort in each domain
So, faculty member is able to select the area
of excellence that promotions committee will
consider when developing promotion packet

Clinical Excellence
Education Excellence
 Year 1: Busy cardiologist, 75% clinical, building a new
pediatric cardiology practice
 Year 3: Becomes assistant director of the residency
training program
 Year 4: Revamps program completely, new
curriculum, new evaluation tools, new schedules, new
models of supervision, consistent with new ACGME
requirements
 Year 5: Becomes Director of the Residency Program
 Year 6: Seeks promotion based on educational
excellence

Research excellence
Clinical excellence
Psychiatrist, MD, PhD- research focus, 1 day/week in
clinic
 Year 1: Hired with R21, study of smoking cessation in
persistently mentally ill patients; plan: RO1 in 3 yrs
 Year 3: First submission of RO1, triaged. Clinic
expands to 3 days per week.
 Year 4: 2nd submission of RO1. PI of first clinical trial,
meds and MI for smoking cessation in mentally ill
 Year 5: RO1 unfunded.
 Year 6: Seeks promotion based on clinical excellence

Magali Fassiotto, PhD
Research and Program Officer
Office of Faculty Development and Diversity
Stanford School of Medicine
Stanford, CA

MISSION: Establish a culture that fosters work-life integration and
development to recruit, retain, advance the most talented physicians and
scientists in academic medicine

PRINCIPLES: Recognize diversity of needs; foster transparency;
increase faculty collaboration

1

Career
Customization

2

Flexible Support
Mechanisms

•

Self-reflection guide
• Thinking about personal career goals and work-life goals not just now, but 3-5

years from now  Comprehensive list of policies available to realize this vision
• Examples of how using a policy can help them make their work-life needs met
• Identify the tradeoffs that can be made at this point in time
•

Chief guide
• How to have a career conversation with Division Chiefs
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Survey Results
Post-Evaluation
• 84%: support mechanisms improved worklife fit.
• Proportion of faculty reporting
postponing/avoiding taking vacation due to
lack of time in the past 12 months:
64%39%.
• Across clinical teams, proportion of faculty
volunteering to fill a clinical service on short
notice to help a colleague: 44%83%.
• Across basic science teams, proportion of
faculty reporting adequate time to discuss
science with colleagues: 9%55%.
• Among female faculty, proportion who agree
with the statement “Stanford School of
medicine supports my career development”:

Promote flexibility by
minimizing institutional
stigma and barriers
toward using policies
Lydia Pleotis Howell MD
Professor and Chair
Pathology & Laboratory Medicine



Faculty of all ages have flexibility needs



Many UCDHS faculty >50 yrs. anticipate using flexible policies,
 Reported need: 96% older men, 86% older women.
 Many survey on issues re: elder care.
 Older faculty women report high dissatisfaction with flexibility – this is

the group who traditionally bears the most responsibility for elder care.



Few are using policies due to unfavorable culture at
UCDHS:
 Concern re: looking less committed or burdening others: “Flexibility

stigma”.
 Educational campaign re: flexible policies increased these concerns,
women > men

Flexibility

Reduce
visibility
(facetime)

Perception of
being
unavailable and
a “slacker” –
“face-time
bias”

• Leaves
• Alternate hours
• Distance work



Face-time bias: The amount of time one is observed at
work -- regardless of what you do and how well you do it
-- can affect perception of an employee, and their
evaluation and compensation.
▪ K. D. Elsbach, D. M. Cable and J. W. Sherman, “How Passive ‘Face Time’
Affects Perceptions of Employees: Evidence of Spontaneous Trait Inference,”
Human Relations 63, no. 6 (June 2010): 735-760

Salary criteria sends strong messages
re: values, influences culture and
behavior



Toolkit to guide
departments



Includes a section on
unintended
consequences
 Face-time bias:

▪ Raise awareness that
pressure for
performance, and
availability can lead to
face-time bias and
damage culture.

 Sorting effect:

▪ Pushes out those who
don’t like metrics or
culture they create.
▪ Can adversely affect
diversity (gender,
ethnic, cultural).



Attendance at 50+% of key events as defined annually
by the department, such as faculty meetings, and
teaching conferences:



Points for team contribution – raises visibility and
value:
 Extra effort to assist peers: Includes volunteering for extra

assignments in clinical service, teaching, on-call or other
duties.
 Active participation in dept. committees, strategic plan
projects and other initiatives.
 Working to resolve problems and differences by suggesting
solutions and offering to implement them.

Lig



Because its fast!



Because a jolt of electricity leads to
bright ideas!



Prepare:
 Divide into groups of 6 participants (or less).
 Choose a presenter for the group.
 Presenter chooses a faculty career flexibility

issue to share:
 Remaining members serve as the "council."



15 minutes:
 [3 minutes] “Presenter” shares the chosen issue.
 [4 minutes] “Council” asks clarifying questions.
 [4 minutes] Council discusses the presenter’s

issue. Presenter cannot speak; only listen.
 [4 minutes] The council and the presenter discuss
potential solutions to the problem to reach a
potential resolution, or “next step.”


Repeat Lightening Rounds x2 (if time
allows)



Feedback (30 minutes): Ideas and solutions
from Lightening Rounds
 Listen for potential network topics, write on index

card.

